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Nice to meet you!
Enoc Sanz Ablanedo  esana@unileon.es

Teaching Experience: 
• - Aerial and terrestrial Photogrammetry 
• - Geometrical Geodesy

Researching Experience:
• - Environmental applications of UAV aerial photogrammetry
• - Geomorphology applications of terrestrial close-range photogrammetry
• - Digital cameras stability analysis and calibration

Environmental applications UAV Research Projects:
- Mining Surveillance and Control (6000 has).

- - Erosion measurement (Sub-centimeter accuracy)
- - Post-fire management of fire-prone ecosystems
- - Forest pests monitoring
- - Chestnut health evaluation
- - Precision viticulture

About the 2 days course
• - How to mapping with UAVs: From the Beginning to the End  Very Ambitious Task
• - Very long practices: Maybe there is not enough time in 2,5 days to complete it…. but
• - There are shortcuts and optional Tasks.
• - You can repeat the practices by yourself. Practices are self explained.
• - If you decide to continue after this week, I can help you. Please email-me!
•

Geo4D
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From nothing to …

Contents and Planning
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DEM / DTM / DSM CreationOrtophoto Creation

Arquitectural 3D models
Surface, Volumen Measurement



(Wednesday  Morning)
Part I: UAV Image Gathering
- T1. The Image as a Projection. Controlling the Exposure. Planning the Mapping Mission.
- P1. Study Case #1: Planning a multi-rotor mapping flight of a vineyard.  

(Wednesday - Thursday)
Part II: 3D Image SfM Reconstruction and Indirect Georeferencing
- T2. Aero-triangulation. Precise georeferencing with ground control points.
- P2. Study Case #1.  Aero-triangulation and indirect georeferencing. Precision and 

accuracy analysis. 

(Thursday)
Part III: RTK / PPK Direct Georeferencing
- T3. Introduction. Indirect Vs Direct Georeferencing.
- P3. Study Case #2.

(Thursday - Friday)
Part IV: 3. Digital Mapping Products: DTM, DSM, orthos…
- P4. Study Case #1. Point cloud generation, visualization and edition. Surface digital 

models. Terrain digital models. RGB and IR orthoimagery generation. Other 
photogrammetric products.

Contents and Planning

Geo4D
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1. UAVs technologies
1. Low Altitude Photogrammetry
2. Main Types of UAV
3. Plane or Multirotor?
4. Comercial offer
5. Basic requirements of a mapping UAV

2. The camera
1. Optimal characteristics of a camera for mapping 
2. Camera basic setup
3. Exposure time
4. Sensor sensibility 
5. F-number
6. Adjusting luminosity
7. White balance and other settings

3. Planning the mapping mission 
1. Legal restrictions 
2. Technical limitations
3. Input variables and flight time
4. Overlap and sidelap
5. Flight altitude
6. GSD and work scale

Parte I  - T1: UAV Image Gathering
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3D Polyline Modelling

Fuente: Elaboración Propia

Low Altitude Photogrammetry



Créditos: Ramiro Saiz

Multirotor or “Drones” Fixed Wing or Planes

Advantages:
• Easier to use
• Able to Hoover
• Low altitude flight
• Vertical Take off / 

landing
Advantages:
• Higher flight time
• Faster
Higher coverage

“VTOL”
• Not yet developed
• Not comercial options 

Classification

2. TIPOS DE RPASUAV (Unmmaned Aerial Vehicles)

Geo4D
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Project Mapping

3D Polyline Modelling

Fuente: Elaboración Propia

• Both technologies are able to 
capture image at very high 
resolution

• Both could be considered 
complementary

2. TIPOS DE RPAST1. CAPTURA DE LA IMAGEN



Creditos: adaptado de www.dronedeploy.com

Plane or Multirotor ?

• If only one is possible  multirotor
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“Trimble UX5 UAS”

Parrot Ebee

“Pteryx” “EasyMap” “Micromaps”

“Aeromao” “Mavinci / Topcon”

Ana many more…

Planes for Mapping



Yuneec

“MD4-1000”
DJI Phantom

3DR Solo

Microdrones, Germany. DJI. China Económicos. 

3DR, USA

“Microkopter”

Intel Falcon 8

Aeryon 
SkyRanger

DJI Matrix

Alemania. 

USA

And many more …

Multirotors for mapping

Geo4DUNIT 3. Digital mapping 
using high spatial resolution 

remote sensors (UAVs) 



I want to buy one for mapping!!!  But with so many…

How can I know which is the best?
What are the minimum requirements?
What is the most important in an UAV?
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Chhosing a Planes or Multirotors



Camera
• Camera / sensor Quality
• Global shutter
• Manual exposure

Mission Programming
•Waypoints
• Camera trigger at WP
• Camera attitude control

Basic requirements for choosing UAV
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The Best
Trimble UAS UX5.  (Sony a7R 36 Mpixel)
30 000 - 50 000$

A good option…
DJI Phantom 4 Pro  Global Shutter 
3DR Solo + Sony Qx1 

Good ok…
DJI Phantom 3, 4 (Rolling Shutter) 
Yuneec  Rolling Shutter 
DJI Mavic 2  Rolling Shutter ? 

MicroDrones mdMapper 
1000DG Sony rx1rii & 
Mount 42.4 megapixel
30 000$ - 50 000$

2 000$ - 2 500$

Some optimal solutions in “Mapping Drones”

Ebee + SODA
10 000$ - 20 000$
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1. UAVs technologies
1. Low Altitude Photogrammetry
2. Main Types of UAV
3. Plane or Multirotor?
4. Comercial offer
5. Basic requirements of a mapping UAV

2. The camera
1. Optimal characteristics of a camera for mapping 
2. Camera basic setup
3. Exposure time
4. Sensor sensibility 
5. F-number
6. Adjusting luminosity
7. White balance and other settings

3. Planning the mapping mission 
1. Legal restrictions 
2. Technical limitations
3. Input variables and flight time
4. Overlap and sidelap
5. Flight altitude
6. GSD and work scale

Parte I  - T1: UAV Image Gathering
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WeightWeight
• The lighter the better
• Especially important in multirotor

Quality of PhotosQuality of Photos

• Global shutter (Mechanical)
• Sensor Size (minimun 1’’)

Manual ExposureManual Exposure

• All photos with similar radiometry

Quality lensesQuality lenses

• Suitable focal length
• Geometric estability (no zoom lenses)

ResolutionResolution

• Better the higher

Criteria when choosing a camera for mapping

Cameras specially designed to generate 
cartography with UAV: senseFly S.O.D.A. 

75g !

1,500$
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FOV selection “Choosing the Best Lens”
Sony NEX7  with Sensor 23.5 mm x 15.6 mm

6000px ꞏ 4000 px

Sony E 16-50mm F3.5-5.6 PZ OSS

Sony E 20mm F2.8

Sony E 16mm F2.8 Pancake

Sigma 19mm F2.8 DN | A

Samyang 8mm F2.8 UMC Fisheye

Sigma 30mm F2.8 EX DN
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Automatic exposure control
- Not recommended. 
- Disadvantages: 

- The parameters of the exposure will be changing for each picture. As a 
result, each photo will have a different radiometry. Derived  
photogrammetric products will have a low quality. 

- Blurred photos due to too long exposure time

Basic camera setup when gathering images

Manual exposure control
* It requires understanding and proper management of the following 
parameters

-Exposition Time
-Sensor sensibility
-F number

* Once the picture is taken these parameters can not be changed. Even 
when recording raw data (Raw format).
* Recommended for completely sunny or completely cloudy days.

Time priority  (Tv mode)
- The exposure time is fixed and the camera choose the ISO and the F-number.
- Recommended when the sun and the clouds alternate in the sky. 

More details in next slides
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To increase the ISO in a camera means “to amplify" the energy received on the sensor, 
but not only the sunlight; It will also amplify the “native” electromagnetic sensor noise.
In modern (and quality) sensors the noise level is very low, they can be "amplified" 
without human perception to ISO200, ISO400 and more.

Recommendation: It is always advisable to use the lowest possible ISO values, 
but if necessary ISO200 or ISO400 values can be used. This will not mean a 
significant loss of quality with modern and high quality cameras.

Sensor Sensibility (ISO)

F-number represents the aperture of diaphragm. 

Greater apertures (low F-numbers) let more energy get into the sensor.  

Recommendation: Use intermediate apertures: optimum point between best 
focusing and luminosity 

F - number
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Adjusting Luminosity

Time 1/500s
ISO 100
Aperture F/5.6

• Auto
• ISO 100
• ISO 200
• ISO 400
• ISO 800
• ISO 1600
• ISO 3200
• ISO 6400
• ISO 12800
• ISO 16000

30 to 1/4000 sec

Time 1/500s
ISO 100
Aperture F/4

Time 1/500s
ISO 100
Aperture F/4

Time 1/500s
ISO 200
Aperture F/4

Time 1/500s
ISO 200
Aperture F/4

Time 1/400s
ISO 200
Aperture F/4

Time 1/400s
ISO 200
Aperture F/4

Time 1/300s
ISO 400
Aperture F/4

Time 1/300s
ISO 400
Aperture F/4

Time 1/250s
ISO 800
Aperture F/2.8

Time 1/250s
ISO 800
Aperture F/2.8

Change
the
camera!

Change
the
camera!

Use ND filters
ND8
ND16
ND32

Use ND filters
ND8
ND16
ND32

Time 1/800s
ISO 100
Aperture F/5.6

Time 1/800s
ISO 100
Aperture F/5.6

Time 1/800s
ISO 100
Aperture F/7

Time 1/800s
ISO 100
Aperture F/7

Time 1/1000s
ISO 100
Aperture F/8

Time 1/1000s
ISO 100
Aperture F/8

The histogram must be checked pointing to bright areas (like roads) and dark areas 
(like vegetation in the shade)
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White balance:
- Colors will be natural if the camera presets are used. 
- To have a homogeneous radiometry it is not recommended to use the 
automatic white balance selection (AWB)

Focussing:
- Ideally, use manual focus to infinite, however this is only possible with 

physical screws. Ej. Voigtländer 15mm.
- Auto Focus is a subsidiary solution that works reasonably well

Picture format (16:9, 3:2, etc)
- Ever use 3:2. It has the full sensor resolution.

Raw/Jpeg
- RAW format allows a posteriori adjusting of white balance and 

luminosity (and others…) without loss of quality.
- If these two parameters are properly adjusted in the field, the RAW format 

will not provide any additional benefit. 

White Balance and other settings
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1.- 3 Channel Bayer Matrix RGB 
- Let to adjust manual exposure. 

- IR filter is removed, and a high frequency one is added (to block blue and ultraviolet) 
- Conventional Bayer Matrix: Only 3 cannel. 
- The drawback is that red and green are contaminated with Infrared

Tetracam ADC
MapIr v2

Tetracam ADC / Lite

2.- Modified Bayer RGB (3 channels RGIr)

MULTISPECTRAL CAMERAS FOR AGRICULTURE

MapIr v2 - RGB

Geo4D
UNIT 3. Digital mapping

using high spatial 
resolution remote 
sensors (UAVs) 



3.- Pancromatic CMOS + selective filters
Advantages:

- More selectivity
- Higher dinamic range  Higher Contrast

Drawbacks:
- more weight and more flights

“Kernel”

Tetracam
(MCAW)

Parrot Sequoia

3. CAMARAS Y SENSORES
- Cámaras multiespectralesT1. CAPTURA DE LA IMAGEN
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WORKFLOW

PROJECT 
Interest area 

surface
GSD 

Aim and objetive

FLIGHT 
PLAN

Photos / 
Images

Densification 
(Dense Point Cloud)

Secondary 
Carthographic
Products
Mesh
DEM /DTM
Isolines
Orthophotos
Reflectivity maps

Structure from Motion (SfM) photogrammetry

Alignement

legal restrictions

AVAILABLE RESOURCES

Permissions
Flight time 
# bateries

Camera Specs

Georeferencing
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1. UAVs technologies
1. Low Altitude Photogrammetry
2. Main Types of UAV
3. Plane or Multirotor?
4. Comercial offer
5. Basic requirements of a mapping UAV

2. The camera
1. Optimal characteristics of a camera for mapping 
2. Camera basic setup
3. Exposure time
4. Sensor sensibility 
5. F-number
6. Adjusting luminosity
7. White balance and other settings

3. Planning the mapping mission 
1. Legal restrictions 
2. Technical limitations
3. Input variables and flight time
4. Overlap and sidelap
5. Flight altitude
6. GSD and work scale

Parte I  - T1: UAV Image Gathering

Geo4D
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2. Maximum flying altitude = 120m.

Ley 18/2014 “a una altura máxima sobre el terreno no mayor 
de 400 pies (122 m)”

Maximum 
area 

78.3ha/flight

1. Not in Populated areas

Real Decreto 1036/2017 
- Forest, agriculture and minning no problem
- Flying over towns is forbidden

3. Maximum distance of 500 m.

Ley 18/2014 “[…]dentro del alcance visual del piloto, a 
una distancia de éste no mayor de 500 m”

Legal restrictions in Spain (and Europe)

- If the drone weighs less than two kilos there is no such limitation although …
- … flying at 120m is difficult to cover more than 100has with a drone that weighs 2 kg.
- Besides… 

WP 4.1. Intensive training on remote sensing and image processing, 13th-14th Sept. 2018
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Surface to flySurface to fly

-Interest area
-Borders 
-Returns
-Landing, take 
off…

Camera FOVCamera FOV

- Sensor size
- Focal 
Length

GSDGSD

- Camera 
resolution
- Flight height

OverlapsOverlaps

Must be 
chosen 
according to 
relief

If it is greater than the 
autonomy of the RPA, more 

batteries will be needed.

To adjust Mission to UAV autonomy the pilot 
has some margin of decision in:
- GSD  Flight Altitude
- Lateral overlaps (sidelaps)

When planning a Mapping Mission, the most important – and limiting- factor is the 
flight time. Flight time depends on surface or area to cover, camera FOV, required 
project GSD and appropriate overlaps.

Flight Time

Flight time
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What is next?
- We have seen (briefly) the most important practical aspects to consider 
about using UAVs to mapping an area.

- Maybe it is too much information in few time and you are a bit stunned; 
don´t worry. You will be using most of the concepts in a practical way in the  
next lessons.

- So, let´s continue!

- Thank you for your attention.
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P1. Study Case 1: Planning a multi-rotor mapping flight of 
a vineyard

- The main objective is to generate RGB and NIR orthophotos from a vineyard near San 
Clemente, Cacabelos, León, Spain.

- The flight will be operated with a multi-rotor with an autonomy of 12 minutes.
- Two Canon Powershoot S100 compact cameras will be used; one is a normal RGB 

camera and the second is a modified NIR camera. 
In this practice P1, you will learn how to design the flight plan.

Lat. 42.6263, Long. -6.7543
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P1. Study Case 1: Planning a multi-rotor mapping flight of 
a vineyard

0. Locate the Vineyard in maps.google.com  

Lat. 42.6263, Long. -6.7543
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1. Install the Open Source software Mission Planner. With this software we are going to plan 
the flight mission.

During installation, the setup software will try to install some drivers that are not digitally signed: They are optional, and 
necessary in case you want to use the software with autopilots. In this practice we will install the drivers.

P1. Study Case 1: Planning a multi-rotor mapping flight of 
a vineyard
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Flight Data Screen

This screen is used during the 
flight. Data is received from the 
UAV in real-time through the 
telemetry (radio link).

We are not going to use this 
screen.

Flight Plan Screen

2. This screen is used to design / prepare the 
flight.



3. Locate the vineyard on the flight plan screen.
- 3.1.- You can select different wms map servers. Try with Bing Map, Satellite Bing, Google Satellite, and Google 

HybridMap. Coordinates of the Vineyard are UTM29N,  E684137 N4721758. Geographics Lat. 42.6263, 
Long. -6.754313.

- 3.2.- The icon with the H (3.2) must be in the place and with the correct absolute altitude from where the UAV will 
take off. This is the Home location. Coordinates and absolute altitude are in 3.3 Y 3.5. Latitude and longitude are 
updated by moving the icon but the altitude must be put manually. You can know an aproximately altitude in 3.4. 
This is an altitude from a global model of google; use with prudence!. The take off area should be a wide area 
without obstacles.

- 3.5.- Put the correct absolute altitude in 3.5, according to the preceding paragraph.

3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

3.4.

3.5.
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4. Delimitate the interest area. In the upper left corner of the vineyard we click the right mouse button. 
Select Draw Polygon Add Polygon Point. The software warns that will create polygon vertices (red dots) 
until yhe polygon is cleared or create a grid. Clic OK. 
Once located points around the vineyard, the points can be moved by clicking on the base of the symbol. 
The polygon must contain the entire surface of interest without excessive jogs.
If you are not happy with the polygon you can start again: Clic Right button Clear Mission and Clic 
Right button Draw Polygon Clear Polygon.

Once you are satisfied with the polygon save it in a file for later use: 
- Clic Right button Draw Polygon Save Poligon
- Create a folder named SanClemente. Save the polygon as SanClemente. The software will

add the *.poly extensión. 
- With Windows Explorer go to the SanClemente folder and open the file with a text editor, for 

example with Notepad.exe.

#saved by Mission Planner 1.3.35
42.6275254652884 -6.75491273403168
42.6275175713126 -6.75371646881104
42.6270912951339 -6.75351798534393
42.6258795496835 -6.7541241645813
42.6259584914734 -6.75550282001495
42.6261203218299 -6.75545990467072
42.62608085105 -6.75465524196625
42.6269531494497 -6.75469279289246
42.6269728845662 -6.75481617450714
42.6275254652884 -6.75491273403168

- This is a very simple format with a (necessary) comment line and two columns with latitude and longitude. You can edit the file 
adding or deleting as many lines as you want. (Not in this practice).

- It is also possible to import polygons and polylines in SHP format.  Clic Right Button Draw Polygon From SHP

- Delete the Polygon and Load it again.  
- Clic Right Button Draw Polygon Clear Polygon
- Clic Right Button Draw Polygon Load Polygon
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5. Creating a manual Path. 
Once you exit the Mode Polygon (deleting the polygon and loading it) any short click in the orthophoto 
will create a Waypoint.
A Waypoint is a location where the UAV should pass.
Waypoints created manually will have the latitude and longitude corresponding to the place that you 
clicked. There is a default alt (5.a). If you want modify any altitude you will have to change the Alt 
column (5.b).

Altitudes are Relative to the absolute altitude that you put in the Home. Once in the Field, it is posible 
to improve the Home altitude by using the GPS of the UAV. This is done by clicking Home Location
(don´t click it now).

Task 5.1: Draw a manual mission with 10-15 points around the vineyard (where you want). First 5 
points will increase the altitude from 20 to 80 metros. In the rest of mission the UAV altitude will be 
descending to 20.
At the end of the table with points, add two rows (5.c) with the Return to Launch and Land
commands (5.d).  Due the UAV is offline, it will be necessary to manually put the latitude and 
longitude. You can use location of Home. 

- Save the mission in a file named SanclementeManual.txt
- Open the file with Notepad.exe.

5.a

5.b

5.c

5.d
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6.1.

6. The Mission file. 

- First line 6.1 can be considereed metadata: Specifies the standard or protocol of the Mission. 
- The first column of the remaining lines is a command ID.
- The second column identifies with an 1 the line to be considered as Home.
- The third column identifies with the number 0 absolute heights, with the number 3 relative 

heights and with the number 10 heights with respect to the ground.
- The fourth column identifies the type of command: 16 for Waypoint, 20 para Return to Launch

y 21 for Land. There are many more.
- The 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th columns are available for special functions. 
- The 9th column is Latitude
- The 10th column is Longitude
- The 11th column is the Altitude
- The 12th column indicates the autopilot should continue with the next instruction. 0 would 

mean STOP.

- You can edit the file adding or deleting as many lines as you want. (Not in this practice, and be 
careful!).
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6. Checking the Mission by Longitudinal Profile

Before the execution of the mission is convenient to draw a longitudinal profile to verify that the UAV is not going 
to crash into any terrain elevation. Google has an elevation model which is generally sufficient. It is a grid with a 
spacing between points about 90m. The heights of intermediate points are interpolated. To check the longitudinal 
profile: Click Right-click Elevation Map Graph Tool

- The horizontal axis is the total distance traveled by the UAV. In this case it is 500m.
- The red line indicates the elevation path of the UAV. 
- The blue line (SRTM ó Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) is the terrain according with measures of NASA 

satellites. It has a resolution of about 90m.
- The green line is a “Google Elevation”, derived from the SRTM.

- In this particular mission there is a high risk of impact. After 325m the terrain is above the flight line. It is necessary 
to increase the flying altitude. Check your mission before fly!
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7. Constant height above the ground. 

Is it possible to use the SRTM heights for the flight, setting a constant differential:

Advantage:  
• The probability of collision with the ground is reduced.
• The camera-ground distance is constant and therefore the GSD also will be more 

homogeneous.
Disadvanteges:
• We are forcing the UAV to be constantly ascending and descending. This is not efficient. 

The autonomy is reduced.
• The SRTM is not perfect and besides is not ever updated. It´s not 100% reliable.

An alternative may be the manual editing of heights. Could have the advantages of both 
methods.

Clear the actual mission (Click on the Right Button Clear Mission) and create a new manual path maintaining a constant height 
above the ground. Check the longitudinal profile.

In the next slide we will see how to program, automatically, more complex flights considering overlaps. Before continue save the 
mission as SanClementeManual.txt and clear the mission: Click on the Right Button Clear Mission
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8. Automatic Grid Generation I

Mission Planner includes a sub-program that helps with the task of making a complex mission. It is an 
independent (although very similar!) screen. Until this application is not closed you can not return to the flight plan 
screen. 

To start generating the grid:      Click on the Right Button Auto WP  Survey Grid    a new window will appear

8.1 Camera Setup.
The first task will be to introduce the basic geometry of the camera to be used in the flight. This requires 
activating the Advanced Options. Three new tabs will appear, one of which is Camera Config.

To define the camera the following parameters must be given (remember the rectangular pyramid!):

Focal Length: ___________

Image Width (Pixels): _________________     Image Height (Pixels): _________________

Sensor Width (mm): ______________             Sensor Height (mm):  __________________

To know this data Google is your 
friend…

Once the data is introduced, click on Save button and assign the name Canon S100 Powershoot.

¡Warning! We must enter the real 
Focal Length. Equivalent Focal 
Length (to 35mm) is another 
concept. 
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9. Automatic Grid Generation II. 

8.1 Camera Setup.
8.2 Strip azimut.

Depending on the type of work, orography, wind direction, solar 
inclination and many other variables may be interested to choose a 
specific azimuth for the strips. An angle of 0 ° means strips N-S or 
vice versa. 90 ° means E-W or vice versa. 
In vineyards, for minimizing differences between solarized and 
shadow sides of the plants, is important that the width of the sensor is 
parallel to the espaliers. Following this principle and knowing that the 
camera is located on the drone so that the width of the sensor (long 
side) is perpendicular to the flight direction, the strips would be North-
South.

8.3 Overlaps and Sidelaps.

The vineyard is not a flat terrain nor too step. However, as the 
working area is small, it is possible to choose a generous sidelap of 
70%. Overlap will be 75%.

It is convenient to have a “security rig” around of the interest zone. In 
this area the UAV will be turning. Increase to 30m the OverShoots
and LeadIn distances.

The mission will start on the TopLeft corner of the vineyard. Thus at 
the end of the mission the UAV will be close to us, which is 
convenient if you have to make an emergency landing.
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9. Automatic Grid Generation III. 

8.1 Camera Setup.
8.2 Strip azimut.
8.3 Overlaps and Sidelaps.

8.4 Velocity and Altitude

To decide the speed and flight height is importat to look at the statistics of the flight, located at 
the Stats pane at the bottom of the page. We will have to take special care that the flight time 
does not exceed the autonomy of the drone, which is 12 minutes.
Normal speed for a multirotor is 5m / s (about 16km / hour). If the mission is small we can use a 
lower speed because the photos surely will be sharper. Impose 5 m / s. 
Now we adjust the flying altitude so that the total duration of the flight is less than about 11 
minutes. With 40 meters we get something more than 9 minutes and a GSD of 1.43cm, more 
than enough for our stated objectives.
Finally add Takeoff, Return to Launch and Land. 

The mission will last 9 minutes and 87 photos will be taken, with a distance between potos of 14 m (or 
2.86 seconds). The total flight distance will be 2.25 km, with 12 strips. The footprint will be 57.2x42.9 
metros. The working area has 1,65 has. 
Characteristics of the mission can be save in a file called SanClemente.grid by pressing Control-s. It´s 
possible to visualize the position of photos and their footprints and overlaps checking internals y 
Footprints by checking the boxes. 

Once you are satisfied with the mission click the button Accept to return to the main screen. Check the
longitudinal profile of the flight line. 
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9. Automatic Grid Generation IV
8.1 Camera Setup.
8.2 Strip azimut.
8.3 Overlaps and Sidelaps
8.4 Velocity and Altitude

8.5 Working with absolutes altitudes

It is possible to work with absolute altitudes. This is useful if you are not sure about the location of the  
take-off place.
- Check the absolute altitude of the entire vineyard. Maximum is 628 and minimum 598m above the sea 

level.
- As we designed the flight plan at an altitude of 40 meters, the UAV should start at 668m and finish at 

638 meters.
- As there are 12 strips, the ramp between strips should be 30/(12-1)=2.72m
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9. Automatic Grid Generation V. 

8.1 Camera Setup.
8.2 Strip azimut.
8.3 Overlaps and Sidelaps
8.4 Velocity and Altitude

- Select absolute heights
- Modify the heights of the points as absolute altitudes

- Values must be integers
- Check the new longitudinal profile

ID Cota (m) Redondeada
Strip1 668 668
Strip2 665.28 665
Strip3 662.56 663
Strip4 659.84 660
Strip5 657.12 657
Strip6 654.4 654
Strip7 651.68 652
Strip8 648.96 649
Strip9 646.24 646
Strip10 643.52 643
Strip11 640.8 641
Strip12 638.08 638
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